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Strange feature - any suggestions?
June 13 2010 at 6:57 PM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

A Falke 80 (serial no. 81) with an odd groove across the loading port turned up in Germany recently (see Falkes advertised Nov '09 to Jun '10 post in gallery for more pics). 
 

The groove looks properly done and the finish looks the same as the surrounding metalwork, suggesting it might be a contemporary feature rather than a subsequent mod. 
 

What could this be for? Did the grooves help to locate some sort of quick-loading device being developed by Falke, that was placed across the port and a pellet dispensed with the press of a button?! 
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

The owner has sent another pic June 20 2010, 5:58 PM 

of this strange modification. He says the two notches are not exactly the same and that it was ground mechanically but with manual control. He is also mystified at the purpose of this mod and can also only wonder if it was some sort of aid
to loading. 
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This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Jun 20, 2010 9:13 PM
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Mykhaylo GERASYMOV
 (Login archengel)

Re: Strange feature - any suggestions? September 4 2010, 3:27 PM 

I think, someone wanted to make little tuning of the rifle ...
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

Similar strange feature January 10 2011, 10:11 AM 

Strolling through this site, I found an entry in The Gallery of Oktober the 23th 2009, mentioning a model 80 that came up for sale in New Zealand. This No.59 appears to have a similar ground profile next to the loading port as the featured
No.81 here. Seems the mystery deepens here..... 

 
Mike
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